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It is the study of Making computers to do things like human.

CHECKER BOARD GAME   ;    CHESS BOARD GAME ;

THEOREM PROVING ; 

COMMON SENSE



Examples of AI problems
(Application Areas)

1.Expert Consulting Systems

A key problem in the development of Expert
Consulting System is how to represent and use the
knowledge that human experts in these subjects
obviously posses and use.

This problem is more difficult by the fact that the
expert knowledge in any important field is
imprecise and uncertain.



Examples of AI problems (contd.)
(Application Areas)

2. Theorem Proving

Finding proof of a mathematical theorem requires
following intelligence.

• Requires the ability to make deductions from  hypothesis.  

• It demands intuitive scales such as guessing which path should be 
proved first  in order to  help proving the theorem.

• It also requires judgments to guess accurately about which
previously proven theorems in a subject area will be useful in the
present proof.

• Also sometimes it is needed to break the main problem into sub-
problems to work on independently.



Examples of AI problems(contd.)
(Application Areas) 

3.  Robotics

It deals with the problems of controlling the
physical actions of a mobile Robot.

4.  Automatic Programming

In automatic programming, a system takes in a
high level description of what program is to
accomplish and produce a program.



Examples of AI problems (contd.)
(Application Areas)

5. Perceptional Problems
• Computers are made to see their surroundings by fitting input devices.

• Also they are made to hear speaking voices by providing with
microphone inputs.

• But it requires processing of large base knowledge about the things being
perceived.

6. Natural Language Processor
• This field concerned with the efforts of making computers to understand 

spoken and written languages. 

• In order to understand sentences about a topic, it is necessary not only a 
lot about  the vocabulary and grammar, but also a good deal about the 
topic so that unstated assumptions  can be recognized.



Easy Problems in AI

• It’s been easier to mechanize many of the high level cognitive 

tasks we usually associate with “intelligence” in people

– e. g., symbolic integration, proving theorems, playing chess, 

some aspect of medical diagnosis, etc.

Hard Problems in AI

• It’s been very hard to mechanize tasks that animals can do easily

– catching prey and avoiding predators

– interpreting complex sensory information (visual, aural, …)

– modeling the internal states of other animals from their 

behavior

– working as a team (ants, bees)



Intelligence Vs Knowledge







Areas of AI and their inter-dependencies
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Possible Approaches
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Get me exactly 2 Litres.



Get me exactly 2 Litres.

(0,0) →(0,3) → (3,0) → (3,3) → (4,2) → (0,2) → (2,0)



(0,0) →(0,3) → (3,0) → (3,3) → (4,2) → (0,2) → (2,0)



(0,0) →(0,3) → (3,0) → (3,3) → (4,2) → (0,2) → (2,0)



Missionaries and Cannibal Problem



Other games…



8 Puzzle Game 8 Queen
Problem



CHECKER GAME
CHESS GAME




